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•  Enhance existing instructional environments?	


•  Play meaningful, specific roles in an iterative, 
multimodal teaching and learning process?	


•  Make possible improved outcomes on hard-to-
teach, hard-to-learn concepts? 	


Can we make digital games that will…	




Starting points	


•  Portable devices (Nintendo DS and DSi) 	


•  Middle grade science, both life and physical	


•  Common “scientific misconceptions”	




Game play is homework	




Game play occurs prior to instruction	




Game play produces shared experience ���
of a core analogy	




Teacher assigns game as homework	




Regular instruction and activities 
reference the game analogy	




A consolidation activity invites application 
of new concepts	




Core research questions	


•  Usability: To what extent are students, teachers 
and administrators able to accommodate the use of 
the DS for homework and in-class game play?	


•  Links to instruction: How do teachers leverage 
students’ game play during regular instruction? 
How do they integrate other module elements into 
instruction?	


•  Impact on learning: Does the module improve 
students’ understanding of the target concepts?	




S: Well, you know, the roots go into the soil and it absorbs it.  I was 
kind of thinking of fungus when I thought of it since it like breaks down 
the matter and like sucks it in…So I thought those were pretty similar.  
So I thought it was . . . the soil. Take in vitamins and minerals from the 
soil that it provides and breaks it down.  Breaks down the matter and 
uses it.  	




R: To do photosynthesis…It 
makes food for the plant or 
the tree, it makes glucose. It 
helps the tree; it’s like the 
tree’s food.	


I: And the food helps the tree 
do what?	


R: Grow and make like the 
leaves and everything...It 
needs carbon dioxide and 
water, and sunlight. That’s it. 
Helps it make glucose and 
oxygen.	


I: So what’s the role of the 
sunlight? 	


R: It splits up the molecules 
from the water and carbon 
dioxide. ���
	




So What?	


•  Schools and teachers with no special supports or 
infrastructure can accommodate portable digital 
devices and game play into instruction.	


•  Game play can support teaching and learning by 
engaging kids directly with relevant analogies. 
Leveraging these experiences requires skill and 
reflection.	


•  Evidence suggests participating students may be 
building novel, relevant categories that they retain 
and can use to support accurate scientific thinking.	



